The idea of biological evolution has a complex history throughout science and society. In *Darwin*, Darwin College at Cambridge University brings together nine scholars from diverse fields to discuss the legacy of the college namesake. This series of highly accessible lectures, intended for a popular audience, presents Darwin's theory as both a vital part of our culture and an ongoing global debate since Victorian times. Further, Janet Browne demonstrates that Darwin's life and character have been reinterpreted by successive generations while his theory has been augmented by biological discoveries. Throughout the book, history, art, and science combine to give an entertaining tour of evolution.

The knowledge that humans are animals, or products of evolution and participants in the struggle for existence, suggests the hope of progress and transformation and the inevitability of destruction. Rebecca Stott explores this tension as it appears in literature from Darwin's day to the present. Human-animal kinship has inspired writers to imagine wonderful transformations and nightmarish futures. Social scientists have also used our animal relationships, especially to our closest cousins, the chimpanzees, to illuminate current social structures. Steve Jones hints at possible futures for humanity by considering how natural selection in human populations has changed in modern times. This results in an interesting, if somewhat speculative, story, but the old conclusion that technological progress has replaced physical evolution hardly needs repeating.

Although Darwin's theory is more than 150 years old and biology has advanced tremendously since that time, it continues to be useful for modern studies. Craig Mortiz and Ana Carolina Carnaval build on Darwin's legacy of biogeography to pinpoint biodiversity hotspots and prioritize conservation efforts. Sean Carroll traces the molecular "fossil record" of several environmental adaptations and shows how genetic mutations can lead to evolutionary loss of novelty. These accounts fit neatly into the accepted account of natural selection.

From my perspective as a biologist, the most exciting lecture is John Dupre's "Post-Genomic Darwinism," which the author states could just as easily be called "post-Darwinian genomics" (p. 150). The lecture's exhortation to move beyond the shadow of Darwin's legacy, or specifically the form of Darwinism captured by the Modern Synthesis in the 1950s, follows from remarkable recent discoveries that challenge basic tenets of the accepted theory. For instance, lateral gene transfer and endosymbiosis confound the basic structure of the so-called "tree of life." Epigenetic modification could allow for inheritance of acquired characteristics. Natural selection may operate on a range of levels, from the gene to the social group. Evolutionary theory will have to change to accommodate these ideas or risk becoming as rigid as the dogmatic religious opinions it has long struggled against. In the end, the reader is left to wonder how these new discoveries will influence the arts and humanities of the future.
